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By Kathy Beck
-Love means kissing and hugging and all that icky stuff."
That’s what 8-year-old philosopher Darrin had to say about love.
Love has been a topic of discussion for ages. Poets have written line
upon line about it. Composers have composed scores of scores exalting it and
people have told each other a million times, "I love you."
But what does it mean to the younger generation? Some kids in the
campus area ranging from age 6 to 11 have some very interesting opinions
on the subject.
Darlene, 6, said love means ’’kissing a boy that I like a whole lot and he
likes me, too."
David, 8, had other ideas.
-Love doesn’t mean just kissing. Love means holding hands and being
with somebody I like."
Parents also mean love to some kids, although it puzzles them
sometimes.
"I know it’s love when my Mom and Daddy tell me not to play in the
street.! don’t know why but it is," said Michael, 7.
To Bess, 10, it was a little more clear. "My Mom and Dad love me.
That’s love."
Eric, 11, had a more sophisticated view of love. "Love means girls. It
means having kids," he said.
"Oh love. Well, it means like playing chase and getting my girlfriend
Susan and going smack," said Jimmy, 6.
"Love means kissing a boy you like very much," said Rosy, 8. "I usually
turn red."
Some of the kids believe the same way Rosy does about kissing. "Love is
kissing but! don’t like to do that stuff," said Peter, 10.
Peter’s friend has a different opinion.
"I like to hold hands with my girlfriends and kiss them," said David, 9.
"That’s how they know I sorts like them."
"Love just means caring," said Benny, 10.
Out of the mouths of babes...
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Onions bring Valentine cheer
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By Nancy J. Smith
The crowded restaurant is
completely quiet and every eye is
focused on the person in the bright
red bellhop’s uniform. Then this
friendly messenger begins to sing to
a surprised customer.
"Hello my baby hello my honey
hello my Valentine
I’ve sent this messenger to say
I think about you every day
You are the moonglow you make
the breeze blow
You are the sunlight shine
I know I’m corny but I will ask
you
Please be my Valentine."
By this time the surprised
recipient of this musical Valentine’s
Day message is smiling with
pleasure along with everyone else in
the room.
The Western Onion singers are
at it again, busy delivering Valentine’s Day singing telegrams.
Jake Hunter, manager of the
Western Onion office in Campbell,
said Valentine’s Day is the busiest
day of the year. Hunter said he kept
the office open last weekend to
accommodate last-minute orders
and hired an extra singer to help the
four regulars.
They will deliver approximately
60 "Oniongrams" before the day is
over, both in person and over the
telephone.
Hunter sat down Monday to
arrange a schedule for delivering
today’s singing telegrams, plotting
areas on the map to be covered by
each singer.
He said he tried to arrange for
the singers not to spend too much
time driving. Hunter said this will
insure a good quality Oniongram,
delivered on time.
Western Onion messengers
agree driving is a "drag." Heidi
Hubbell, one of the singers, said
driving and getting to the proper
place at the right time is the hardest
part of her job, but "singing is a
pleasure."
Hubbell, 18, has had seven years
of singing experience and voice
lessons.
Bob Lowe, another singer from
the Campbell office, has sung in over
800 shows at Marriott’s Great
America amusement park.
Both Hubbell and Lowe agree
Western Onion singers must have a
lot of singing experience and a very
good voice.
Hunter said a certain typc of
personality is necessary for the
singers - outgoing, enthusiastic,
extroverted.
"They walk into many different
kinds of situations every day sometimes as many as 10a day," he

said. "The singer is the major
conveyor of our message and it is
always positive."
The Western Onion songbook
contains 53 songs, one for just about
any occasion, from wishing a happy

birthday to asking for a date. They
will also create a song upon a special
request, but "We don’t do negative
things," Hunter said.
Western Onion began two and
one-half years ago as the brainchild
of Donald Currie, who was an

unemployed actor-singer at the
time. A friend mentioned Western
Union no longer delivered singing
telegrams and the idea for Western
Onion was born.
Currie worked out of his home in
San Francisco at first, writing his
own songs and delivering the singing
messages himself. Today his idea
has grown to include ofces in New
York, Chicago, Los Angeles and
Washington, D.C., among others.
Appropriately, the Western
Onion phone number in these cities
( 800)648-LOVE.

By John Raess
San Jose does have problems,
but there is no question the
"downtown is coming back," according to San Jose Mayor Janet
Gray Hayes.
Hayes spoke at a meeting of the
Humanist Community of San Jose
Friday night.
The San Jose City Council’s plan
for the downtown area is one of
"pedestrianization," mak:ng the
city more accessible and amenable
to foot traffic, according to Hayes.
Hayes cited the Paseo de San
Antonio mall and San Pedro Square
restaurant complex as examples of
downtown San Jose’s future.
New state and federal buildings
being constructed downtown are
important to the city’s future, Hayes
said.
Not only will the two buildings
centralize local, state and federal
agencies, but the combined $45
million construction costs will bring
San Jose new jobs, she said.
Hayes said SJSU has already
agreed to build a 1,000-space parking
garage in the campus area. The
garage will probably be designed to
conform with the council’s plan by
incorporating some small shops in
the structure, she said.
Although Hayes called SJSU a
"great asset" to the community, she
said it took the campus area parking
ban to focus the university’s attention on the need for better
communication with the city.
In the future, "we ( the city
council) will be working closely with
the university," she said.
As for the decline of the
neighborhoods in the campus area,
Hayes said halfway houses and

board -and -care homes are a
problem "from a real estate point of
view."
She said the rise in the number
of the board-and-care facilities was
due to the closing of state institutions by Govoners Ronald
Reagan and Jerry Brown.
"Gov. Brown has out-Reaganed
Reagan in what he has done to the
state hospitals," she said. According
to Hayes, the closing of some state
mental hospitals created "an instant
industry of board -and -care homes"
in the downtown area.
Part of the problem with boardand-care facilities is the refusal of
other communities to take their
share of them, she said.
Hayes said the process of
"gentrification," people moving into
the inner city and refurbishing old
houses, was a positive force in what
she called the rise of downtown
neighborhoods.
Besides the condition of the
downtown area, Hayes discussed a
variety of issues.
District elections, according to
Hayes, are an idea whose time has
come.
The district election plan would
split the city into geographical
districts, with a council member
elected from each district.
San Jose City Council members
are currently elected from the city
at large. The city council will decide
in a month or so whether to put the
issue to the voters.
Not only would district elections
encourage "more responsive
government" according to Hayes,
they would considerably reduce the
cost of getting elected.

Runyon claims spec’ al rights
on police tapes aired at trial
By Corinne Asturias
"Yes, my rights are different,"
San Jose City Councilman David
Runyon told police during a confrontation outside a San Pedro
Street restaurant.
was
statement
Runyon’s
recorded on a cassette tape by San
Jose Police Sgt. Bob Kosovilka the
night of the conflict and played for
an eight-man, four-woman jury in
Municipal Court Friday.
Runyon is being tried for battery
and interfering with an officer
during a dispute in the parking lot
outside the Farmers Union
restaurant, where he and three
companions had been drinking and
dining last Sept. 2.
As the group left the restaurant,
its members struck up a conversation with SJSU students Scott
Allen and Dan Grady.
After engaging in what Grady
described as "joyful bantering,"
Allen picked up a woman from the
Runyon party, Bonnie Priest,
carried her several steps, tripped
over a curb and fell to the pavement
with her.
Priest was not injured in the fall.
Allen was acquitted of a battery
charge two weeks ago in Municipal
Court,
Deputy District Attorney Jules
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Western Onion Singers Heidi Hubbell and Bob Lowe bring their
singing telegram service to an unwary person. Western Onion
provides singing telegrams for almost any occasion, both in person
and over the phone, said the manager. Valentine’s Day is their
busiest period, he said

By Judy Twitchell
One may think some of these stories are made up.
Especially ones like this. But every word is true,
This is a story of how a small, lost dog "found" her
owner, even though the odds against it happening were
great.
It seems Maxine, a Chihuahua mix who belongs to
Spartan Daily reporter Erik Sjobeck, wandered away
from home last week.
Sjobeck, who lives in Santa Cruz, had just moved to
the oceanfront town and the dog wasn’t used to her new
home. She was gone for two days, but Sjobeck thought she
would come home and hadn’t advertised that she was lost,

Finkelstein aired a 14-minute portion of the approximately 30-minutelong tape for the jury after calling
Kosovilka to the stand.
Kosovilka said he arrived on the
scene, with the plainly visible
cassette recorder, in response to a
call from subordinate officers Tom
Murphy and James Guido.
Guido testified Thursday that
Runyon was "throwing his weight
around" amd making demands "as
a councilman."
The tape begins with a
description of events by David
Wysuph, another officer involved, to
Kosovilka.
"Runyon’s
been
running
around...passing out his card to
everybody as if being a city councilman was giving him some kind of
difference as to how we enforce the
law,"
Wysuph
said.
"He’s
demanding, he’s ordering...he’s an
asshole."
Guido then told Kosovilka he
had earlier refused Runyon’s
demands that Police Chief Joseph
McNamara be summoned to the
scene.
"Runyon tried to get into my
patrol car," Guido said. "He pushed
me a couple of times, the asshole."
Kosovilka approached Runyon,
"Well, I don’t understand what the

problem is here. Mr. Runyon -"
Runyon replied, Aaahhh, go to
hell."
Later in the tape, Runyon interrupted a conversation between
Kosovilka and Priest’s attorney
husband, William, saying, "This is
horseshit. You call Chief McNamara
right now because I ask you to."
Kosovilka refused and Runyon
said, "I’m asking you as a city
councilman."
Kosovilka asked, "Are your
rights any different from anybody
else?"
"Yes, my rights are different,"
Runyon said.
After playing the tape.
Finkelstein asked Kosovilka about
his opinion of Runyon’s sobriety.
After Judge Manley overruled a
vehement objection by Runyon’s cocounsel Anthony Giacalone, that
testimony concerning intoxication
was irrelevant and inadmissable,
Kosovilka responded to the question,
"he (Runyon) was intoxicated."
Giacalone has objected to
playing the remaining, longer
portions of the tape as irrelevant and
inacimissable. Manley must decide
Tuesday at 10 a.m., when the trial
resumes, whether Finkelstein will
be permitted to play the remainder
of the tape to the jury.

Mondanaro resumes
post; says she may quit

Dr. Josette Mondanaro, reinstated by the State Personnel Board
last week to her position as director
of the state Division of Drug Abuse,
repeated her intent to quit the job to
a San Jose audience Friday night.
Speaking to a largely sympathetic gathering at Sacred Heart
Church, Mondanaro said the
But Maxine had plans of her own. She wandered a half planned reorganization of the State
mile from her new home, and climbed up on a stranger’s Health Department is a mistake of
which she did not want to take part.
porch to sleep.
"It is a misdiagnosis of what the
The woman who lived in the house took Maxine in, fed
her and called around in the Santa Cruz area to see if problems are," she said."I can’t
anyone had lost a small dog (Maxine wasn’t wearing a watch this malpractice.
"The new department will be so
tag).
top-heavy that I wouldn’t be able to
No one recognized Maxine’s description, so the run the division as Ida now."
Mondanaro
clarified
her
woman decided to bring Maxine to San Joie where she
works so her two bigger dogs wouldn’t hurt the little one position saying she intended to leave
long before she was fired by Gov.
while she was gone.
Jerry Brown.
I Continued on back page)
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The Oct. 25 firing allegedly
resulted from an obscene letter
written to a close friend by Mondanaro on state stationery.
But Mondanaro contended her
firing was due, in part, to the fact
that she would not cooperate in
certain hiring and funding matters
of which she did not approve.
Mondanaro recalled her surprise at the press attention and
politicking that surrounded the case.
Although her sexual preferences
were not a central issue in the case,
Mondanaro said repeatedly she is an
avowed lesbian and urged other gay
females to be open and honest.
Regarding the disputed letter
Mondanaro said, "I don’t minimize
the error. Certainly it was a mistake
and it never should have been put on
state stationery."

Josette Mondanoro
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Serves no revolutionary purpose

Terrorist poisonings ’barbaric’
By Scott Knies
Did your mother ever tell you
not to take candy from strangers?
Well, now you are not supposed to
take fruit.
"C’mere little girl heh-hellheh ). Wanna taste my orange?"
The child takes the wholesome
Scott Knres is a
Spartan Doily reporter

fruit and devours it unsuspectingly.
After digestion she begins to feel
sick to her stomach and her skin
erupts in a painful rash.
Why? Because some insane
barbarian poisoned the orange with
mercury!
This scene is not bad Halloween
humor, but a harsh reality to people
in European countries where Dutch
and West German children were
stricken with the poisoning.
-Arab
so-called
The
Revolutionary Army Palestinian
Commandos" wrote to 18 European
nations last week saying it was
sabotaging Israeli oranges - the
Jewish state’s largest agricultural

export - in order to wreck Israel’s
economy.
Ah-ha! Citrus sabotaged with
the metallic compound from thermometers to gain the ultimate
boycott. ( Israel has a $190 million a
year citrus export industry.)
The so-called commandos’
political motives became suspect
after only two days of their distorted
"terror." Some poisoned Spanish
oranges turned up in Holland and
West Germany.
It is a well known fact that a
contaminated orange is a contaminated orange, and I don’t care if
they come condemned from Israel,
sullied from Spain or defiled from
Anita Bryant’s backyard; all
oranges look alike when I think one
might be poisoned!
It is doubtful that the fruit
sabotage is really politically
motivated if other oranges besides
Israel’s are being injected with
mercury, unless these guys are
going to wreck Spain’s economy,
too?
Of course, the so-called commandos mistakenly injected the
wrong oranges. They wrote in their

letter to the European countries
saying, "our goal is not to murder
your people indiscriminately but to
hurt the Israeli economy."
These mental -midget commandos are going to hurt a lot more
than just the Israeli economy. The
economy does not eat the poisoned
oranges!
The poisoning is obviously just a
scare tactic. It would be impossible
to inject even a majority of the 10,000
tons of Jaffa oranges that Israel
exports just to the United States.
But unfortunately we all know
the old saying (amplified today with
excessive media coverage): "One
bad orange spoils the whole barrel."
Already the craze is spreading a poisoned lemon was found in
Belgium the other day.
Soon there may be corrupted
cauliflowers, tainted tomatoes and
polluted pumpkins. (C’mon, you socalled commandos, why restrict
yourself to citrus? I
Once again, like the poisoned
Spanish oranges, the contaminated
lemon is evidence that the so-called
commandos are more insane than
politically motivated.

Cure for crowded classes?
By Norman Gotwetter
Once again, the biggest problem
this semester has been the parking
situation. Determined to get to the
bottom of this, I called a highly
placed confidential source in the
administration.

ministration wants the students to
wait in lines, be late for classes and
become nervous wrecks?" I asked
incredulously.

To protect his identity, I’ll call
him "Deep Toes."
"Hello, Deep," I said. "Norman
here. We’ve got to talk."
"I told you never to call me
here, Norman."
’’I know, but it’s important. The
students are about to revolt over the
parking problem."

"How do you mean?" I asked,
taking notes furiously.

Norman Gotwetter Is n
Spartan Dolly reporter

"Okay, okay," he said, nervous
and anxious to get me off the phone.
’’Meet me at midnight on the steps of
the business tower."
"Okay, Deep. See you then."
I arrived at exactly midnight.
Deep was standing next to the wall,
nervously lighting a cigarette. The
glow lit his face for a brief instant.
"Okay, Deep," I said. "What
can you tell me about the parking
situation?"
"Actually, it’s the administration’s fault, They planned it
and keep it going, deliberately."
"What?" I asked, thoughts of six
column banner headlines filling my
mind.
"Of course. It’s all designed for
the benefit of the students. It’s for
them."
"You mean that the ad-

"Of course. It’s all part of the
plan for a better education."

"Well, you’ve got to understand
why this is done. You see, this is the
most closely guarded secret at this
college, but there are not enough
seats for the students in this
university. There haven’t been for
years. So the administration dealt
with it in their own novel way.
’’They devised the so-called
’Parking Problem,’ P.P. for short.
They closed down enough streets,
and together with the transit
district, arranged for bus service to
be so bad that more students would
have to take their cars to school."
’’That’s incredible," I said. "I
never really realized how much the
administration cared about us."
"Few people do. But here’s the
good part. They arranged it so there
would be far too few parking spaces,
so the students would have trouble
finding one."
"But what good would that do?"
"Simple. If they kept enough
students outside the classrooms
looking for a parking space, it would
relieve the congestion in the
classrooms. We figured that 20
percent of the students, at one point
or another, would never be able to
get in their classes."
"Did it work?"
"Did it work? Far beyond our
wildest expectations! From overcrowded classrooms, we now have
rooms where there are even a few

empty seats. The professors love it,
and the students like it because they
can get more individual attention."
"That’s incredible,"! said.
"I know. We in the P.P.
program thought it so remarkable
that we informed Bunzel of the
occurrence.
"You should have seen him.
With tears running down his cheeks,
Bunzel presented each of us with a
plaque and told us how proud he
was."
"That’s nice," I said, wiping a
tear from my cheek. "I’ve certainly
misjudged Bunzel and his administration. When this gets printed,
everyone will see how caring and
noble they are."
"I’m glad," Deep said. "But
I’ve got to go now. I have to be at
work at eight in the morning."
"But it’s only 1 a.m. You’ve got
plenty of time."
"Are you kidding? Finding a
parking place around here is
murder!"

Forum policy
The intent of the Spartan Daily
Forum Page is to present viewpoints
on issues affecting the university
community.
and
Comments,
columns
editorials will discuss local, state,
national and international affairs.
Editorials reflect the position of
the Daily. Opinion columns express
the views of the writer or
organization and will appear with a
by-line attributing the article accordingly.
The Daily encourages reader
comments regarding editorals,
comments or news stories.

Palestine
Liberation
Organization officials have denied
any Palestinian involvement in the
poisoning and said there was no
group called the Arab Revolutionary
Army Palestinian Commandos.
The PLO’s chief spokesman,
Abdelmohsen Abou Maziar, said
"Such practices are not in the
tradition of the Palestine revolution.
We are a people penetrated by
civilization and culture. It is true that only an
unenlightened savage would inject
oranges with poison.
The spiking of the fruit is
speculated to be happening in a
European port where the oranges
had been shipped for repackaging
and distribution to wholesalers.
Let us hope that the barbarians
do not start walking through
supermarkets with their syringes
drooling mercury.
And out of all this poisonous
insanity the so-called commandos
have a new drink to toast beside
screwdrivers and Tequila sunrise the Commando thermometer. Mix
one up and you are an instant
lunatic.

Editor:
After I read the letter to the
editor by a social science major in
the Feb. 9 edition of the Daily, I
couldn’t help but laugh.
On the other hand, I felt sorry
for her sheltered, narrow-minded,
inept,
propagandized,
sociorationalistic thinking. She was
shocked by an advertisement she
saw regarding U.S. firms of one
business or another supporting the
so-called white ruled government in
South Africa and she was disappointed with gross violations of
certain blacks there by certain
whites.
I ask, "Was her critical view of
the atrocities justified?"
Perhaps the answer could be yes
in that no matter who or where you
are, you are entitled to be treated in
a fair and just manner. The answer
would definitely be no in light of ever
greater atrocities and violations of
human rights taking place in other
parts of the world right now.
How unfair she was for not
mentioning those gross concentration camps and slave labor
farms which the Laotian communists have set up for those not
adhering to their system, nor was
the recent mass genocide of
thousands of Cambodians mentioned, nor the terrible death and
destruction Russian -backed Cubans
brought to Angola, and even the poor
black country of Somalia, also under
Russian and Cuban destruction
wasn’t mentioned.
This poor Svcial Science
graduate could only focus her attention on South Africa. Where’s her
social awareness or sensitivity for
the so-called human rights of these
other poor, manipulated helpless
people?
If she had enough sense to
criticize the atrocities inflicted on
the poor in South Africa let’s see her
also criticize the atrocities taking
place in other parts of the world, and
let’s see it in another letter to the
editor, if she has the course.
Her criticism contains the same
foolish, immoral arrogant, self rightous, double -standard attitude
which the U.S. .government now
seems to function by in its foreign
policy.
Perry T. Patterson
I,iberal Studies senior

Unwanted surprise
Editor:
Last Saturday afternoon the
SJSU Rugby team hosted UCBerkeley at the south campus soccer
field adjoining Spartan Stadium.
Officers of the University Police
issued parking tickets to several
cars parked beside the driveway
which leads from 10th Street to the
soccer field.
Members of the rugby team
have for years parked in this
location on the day of a home match.
The team was not forewarned that
on Feb. 11 the University Police
were going to quote the fine print

and fill up the ticket books.
I certainly don’t claim that the
cars were not illegally parked. Indeed, there is no doubt that the officers were upholding the letter of
the law. Big deal. My complaint is
against the effect, my curiosity
about the motivation of the action.
The turf was not damaged by the
cars parked on the edge of the field.
On days of SJSU football or Earthquakes home games, there are
hundreds of cars parked all over
that field.
I wish the university had announced this drastic change in
policy in some way other than
calling out the troops to give rugby
players and fans a post -match
surprise.
I wish the University Police had
notified us ahead of time of the new
danger of parking on the hallowed
ground. I hope the University Police
will cancel the tickets.
Jonathan Young
Mechanical Engineering senior

Criticizes ABAG
Editor:
In a recent column the
Association of Bay Area Governments’ I ABAG
Environmental
Management Plan was touted as the
solution to our sprawl and air
pollution problems. I believe some
criticism of this agency and its
sought-after role is called for.
ABAG is seeking extensive land
use planning powers, duplicating the
functions of numerous existing
agencies and replacing some functions of elected local governments.
Using fabricated figures and
arbitrary
standards
as a
justification, ABAG’s plan will
prevent industrial development and
limit housing construction. The
estimates of the costs are 110,000
jobs, $1.3 to $3.1 billion per year in
related costs and a 10 percent price
increase in consumer goods in the
Bay Area.
The cost of buying homes and
renting will be greatly increased
because there will be more people
going after fewer housing units.
These costs will hit the elderly,
minorities and students the hardest.
The payoff for these costs is an
estimated 2.3 percent reduction in
emissions by the year 2000.
We don’t need another layer of
bureaucracy controlling individual’s
lives and property to control air
pollution. Controlling emissions at
their source is the only action there
is any sense to.
What about the suburban sprawl
problem? Urban congestion is the
buzz word people are groaning in
cities where -suburban sprawl"
isn’t an option open to them.
Remember the earlier studies
linking high blood pressure, physical
illness, and psychiatric problems
with overcrowding?
The only way to have neither
sprawl or congestion is for a lot of
people to leave the area. Any
volunteers?
Dante DeAmicis
Economics Senior
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Cager Mendez starts
showing his potential
By Steven Goldberg
Mendez’s opinion, saying
Michael -Vision" the freshman uses his good
Mendez is in his first year basketball mind.
at SJSU but has started the
’ ’Playing under control
last four games for the and playing together are
Spartan Basketball team.
the most important parts of
Mendez,
whose the game," Mendez said.
teammates
call
him
Mendez started to play
"Vision" because they basketball in eighth grade
believe his large eyes allow with his cousins. He joined
him to see farther than his junior high school team
usual, got a chance to start as a guard and went on to
when Ron Lowe missed play forward and guard at
photo by Melanie Parke,
some practices, according Berkeley High School.
Spartan Marc Deters (left) lunges onto the thrusting point of teammate Scott Knies’ sabre in the finals of
to Coach Ivan Guevara. Mendez made all-league as
the Northern California fencing Championships Saturday. Detert went on to become the 1978 Nor -Cal Mendez took advantage
of a guard in the Richmondsabre Champion with Knies second. The sabre team won its second consecutive championship.
the opportunity by playing Berkeley Athletic League
well and has started since.
while averaging 15 points a
In Mendez’ first start, game.
against University of the
The excitement and
Pacific, he got 10 rebounds, movement of basketball
SJSU’s women’s foil fencing team triumphed Sunday,
University of California at Santa Cruz once again outstanding for a guard. attracted him to the sport,
taking the Northern California Fencing Championship for showed fine fencing against the Spartans’ men foilers as The Spartans won the Mendez said.
the fourth year in a row. Three of four men’s teams also they won the Championship, 3-0.
game 78-69.
Although he would like
The Spartans placed third behind Cal.
won their championships.
"That (the UOP game) to play in the National
"I am very proud of our taking 3 of 4 events," D’ was really fun for me, Basketball Ass’n., Mendez
Coach Michael D’Asaro called his women "a team of
Asaro said. "All teams fenced well. I think the fencers seeing as I’m a guard," said, "I don’t think playing
a lifetime, a coach’s dream." Both Spartans Vincent
Hurley, 1978 Nor-Cal Champion of women’s foil, and were a bit tired today."
Mendez said. "It (getting pro ball would be as much
second place Stacey Johnson are graduating this year.
rebounds) changes the type fun as college ball."
Hope Konecey, who placed third in individuals, is
of game too. If I can get
If he doesn’t make it in
returning.
rebounds then the big men the pros, Mendez said, then
The men’s sabre, behind Nor-Cal Champion Marc
start to get more rebounds. he will pursue a career in
Detert, took first place for the second straight year.
They start to play harder."
broadcasting although he
"Ritchie Martinez," Detert said, "really came
The 6-foot-3 freshman added
.at he hasn’t
through for us as the third man."
SJSU’s
women’s and 8.7 on the vaulting, says his best attribute on decided his major at SJSU
result,
the
epee
team
singles
After a disappointing
gymnastics team won resulting in a first place the court is playing under yet.
came back to win their championship, 3-0.
Guevara feels Mendez
while the men took second 35.05 all-around score. The control.
"We (es a team) redeemed ourselves and showed who
Guevara agreed with will play a major role with
place in dual and final score was SJSU
was best," Peter Shifrin, second in the individuals, said.
triangular
meets, 127.55, Davis, 123.95. The
respectively, this weekend beam and floor exercise
MEN/WOM
- TECItATECH
in Spartan gym.
scores were Klepfer’s
ASPB
highest
Kris
of
Klepfer
took
five
the
year,
acSan Jose State Lniversity
first places in a meet cording to Coach Lynn
presents
against Davis with an 8.3 Cross.
on the balance beam, 9.2 on
The men’s team
the floor excerise, 8.85 on totaled 184.45, against UCthe uneven parallel bars, Davis’ 190.95, and CSUSacramento’s.
The women host UCBerkeley tonight at 7.
SJSU’s Mike Levine
pianist.
got three firsts, a second
in recitai
and a third with a 8.4 in
SJSU will conduct its floor exercise (third), 8.65
fraternity on the rings, 8.25 on the
annual
8pm Feb.loth
basketball championships parallel bars (second), 8.6
at Independence Park on the high bar, and 50.7
Music Concert Hall
FOR AN ADVANCED DEGREE IN
the all-around.
as
Fieldhouse
The next meet for the
’ Tickets-$3.00 Students; $5.00 General; available , preliminary for the SJSUA
PROFESSION IN HIGH DEMAND
men
is
scheduled for Feb.
UC Santa Barbara contest
from Associated Students Business Office and
WHATEVER
YOUR PRESENT FIELD
18th
at
CSU-Northridge.
Thursday night.
,San Jose Box Office (408) 246-1160. At door $3.50.
Theta Chi will return to
\
NEEDED:ANY
BACHELORS DEGREE
k $5.50
t.’
defend its championship in Williams ,Wise
Presented by the Associated Students
l
MOTIVATIONMATURITY HIGH GPA
encounter with Sigma
an
%
of San Jose State University
\
Alpha Epsilon, and Sigma top PCAA list
\
Chi will face Alpha Phi
k\
Art Williams of Fresno
Available at all BASS outlets
Alpha.
Q
Other action includes State University, who led
MS IN SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
last year’s runnerup, the Bulldogs to a win over
MSIN INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING
Sigma Nu, meeting Kappa SJSU Saturday, 58-46, was
AT THE UNIVERSITY0FARIZONA
Sigma, and Alpha Tau named PCAA co-Player-ofwith
along
Omega playing Phi Delta the -Week
OUR FOUR DECEMBER GRADUATES ( 2 FEMALE AND
Francois Wise of CSU-Long
Theta.
2 MALE) HAVE BACHELOR’S DEGREES IN:
Action begins at 4:15 Beach.
FSU won both its
p.m., and games will start
SECONDARY EDUCATION
MATH
every 20 minutes, ending games last week, against
BIOLOGY
ORIENTAL STUDIES
championship
of
the
Pacific
in
learn
and
grow
with
to
University
with
the
opportunity
Unique
the retail operation of the world’s leading
The $1 overtime, 56-55, and SJSU. ALL ARE PLACED AND AVAILABLE FOR COMMENT.
game at 6:55.
manufacturer of fastening systems tor
student admission is good Long Beach split, beating
construction
for the varsity game also, CSU-Fullerton, 88-84, and CALL THE PLACEMENT OFFICE TO ARRANGE FOR AN
Requires an aggressive, sell -starting
losing to Santa Barbara, 74- INTERVIEW ON THE MORNING OF FEBRUARY 17,1978.
which is slated for 8:05.
individual with strong mechanical aptitude
S.
73.
to demonstrate and sell construction tool
Spartan Daily
products in company -owned store
Serving the San Jose State
Duties include inventory control, cash
University Community
supervision and complete operation of
Since 1934
one-man store
Second class postage paid at San
Jose, California. Member of
Position will lead directly to an assignment
Newspaper
California
in field sales
Publishers Association and the
Call Paul Kreider (8001772-3957
19540
Associated Press. Published

the basketball team for the
next three years.
"He (Mendez) has a
good attitude, is coachable
and has an ability to work
hard," Guevara said.

Fencing team wins fourth title
Gymnasts score
one-two in meets

Ivan
Moravec

Michael Mendez
"There’s no doubt in
my mind that he will get
better," Guevara said,
adding he thinks all three
of his freshmen - Mendez,
Mendez’ roommate Doug
Murrey and Sid Williams
can be major parts of
future teams. The three
players also get along well

iA Amtk, vcYc4

Fra t hoop

slate set

(thoplie" t5i.4’i1
One block from campi
Trade Repair *Buy’Sell
i I
I APE DECKS
CAMERAS AND (triOS & ENDS

Inside Sales Position

COPIES

T.V.’s FOR RENT

or send resume to 14500 Doolittle Dr ,
San Leandro, CA 94577

114111671r1
FASTENING SYSTEMS too CONSTRUCTION
An

errea, 00P0Oundympooidt,

U F

ALVIN AILEY
Ats1F.RICAN DANCE111FAITY

daily by San Jose State
University, except Saturday and
Sunday, during the college year.
The opinions expressed in the
paper are not necessarily those
of the Associated Students, the
University Administration, or
the Department of Journalism
and Advertising. Subscriptions
accepted only on a remainder of
semester basis. Full academic
year, 99. Each semester, $4.50.
Off-campus price per copy, 10
cents. Phone 277-3181. Advertising, 277-3171. Printed by
Newspaper
Suburban
Publication, Inc

SANTA CLARAMTATCLASSES
ENROLLING NOW

Special Student Rates

$10 PER MONTH
377-2935
Low Cost

Auto
Insurance

-H.
N

M

EDUCATIONAL
CENTER
flair’

Tuesday, March 14 at 8:00 PM
San Jose Center for the Performing Arts
Student tickets $3.00 or $4.00 in advance
Students, staff and faculty at any school in the area
are eligible to purchase these specially priced student
tickets. A valid I.D. card will be required for each pair
of tickets.
Tickets are on sale now at the AS. Busisness Office, SJSU Student Union. An Associated Students
Presentation made possible in part by a grant from the
National Endowment for the Arts, a federal agency, in
cooperation with the California Arts Council.

MCAT
lii
LSAT
Miles
OAT
ell I
GMAT 0E81
sot
GRE
OCAT UPBOSSING
VAT ECFMG
PCA FLEX CrowsSAT VOE and- 1./tOli""
crult.

C.Entren.a!

TEST PREPARATION SPECIALISES

SAN FRANCISCO 415-433-1163
PALO ALTO
415-322-0841
9111- 445-0351
SACRAMENTO
A CR

Z

college students
and youthful drivers
For

r all

289-8681
Campus Insurance

’ART 1918

[INTERS IN MAJOR US
800-223-1182

insurance

1 411

91 Paseo de San Antonio
(between 2nd and 3rd Strs.
by the fountain)

.K \ KO’S

293-8990

74 E. San Fernando

Mohammad’s

ord

aRPROGRAIVI

SALES TRAINEE

as they are often seen in the
company of each other
near Mendez and Murrey’s
room in the forms. Mendez
and Murrey are often call
’M -and-M.’’
Mendez and Guevara
agree he needs work on his
outside shooting.
Mendez said he enjoys
playing defense because
his long arms and his big
hands give him a good
chance at flicking the ball
away and creating a turnover.
If he could pick a
nickname for himself it
would be "Hands," Mendez
said.
Mendez, who often
palms the ball on the court,
says holding the ball in one
hand is more comfortable
to him.
When Mendez isn’t
playing basketball or
studying he said he likes to
play pool or ping-pong and
likes associating with
people in general.
Combining team play
with his studies is difficult
because road trips make
missing
classes
and
assignments inevitable,
Mendez said.
Mendez said he would
not change the way studies
and basketball are handled.
’’A lot of teachers are
willing to help us out
because they know what
we’re going through,"
Mendez said.

ELEVE_nj

OPEN
24
HOURS

Let’s Get Acquainted Specials
Coke 6 Paks 1.49
Shasta Mixers .49
FREE COFFEE 8:00 AM-10:00 AM.
ends Feb. 17
GASOLINE ALWAYS AVAILABLE

only
at

7-ELEVE111

10th and Santa Clara
San Jose

SOPHOMORES!
WHAT CAN ARMY ROTC
TELL YOU ABOUT

LIFE
AFTER
COLLEGE?
A lot A college graduate Who reinforces his education and,
Army ROTC traimog yell have more to offer You II train
human relabonships of management and the emeryise of
leadership
As an Army ROTC gr actuate you II be conimiss.ned as an
odic,
the United States Army These enra creclentssis
yr II,., you apart one responsible achiever
Whether you re seeking a civilian or military carer" Army
ROTC provales br leath csaaortunaies active duty yeah a
starting salary d over 1111 300 or reserve service white
employed "the crohen community ii you to inning ahead
to life atter c011ege looli to Army ROTC

CALL

277-2985/86

11tijor lime I

ARMY RIX. TN TWII YEAR PROCRAM.
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Dog takes sabbatical;
finds her owner here
!Continued from page 11
The woman drove to
San Jose that Friday...and
so had Sjobeck. The woman
drove to SJSU...and so had
Sjobeck. The woman took
Maxine into the Journalism
Building where she
where
teaches...and
Sjobeck was spending the
afternoon, making up...er,
writing stories for the
Daily.
Sjobeck, a journalism
student from Santa Cruz,
had never met Darla
Belshe, journalism lecturer from Santa Cruz.
At 4:30 Friday afternoon it was time for
Belshe to take Maxine
home and try again to find
her owner. At 4:30 Friday
afternoon it was time for

Sjobeck to leave the Daily
and go home to Santa Cruz.

in the building before the
long ride home.

But Belshe, who kept
Maxine with her all day in
a TV taping session,
decided to put Maxine
outside one of three doors

Exit Sjobeck out the
same door. Maxine was
found." End of lost dog
story.
And every word is true.

Project aid available
Instructional projects grants are available for faculty
and students, according to Dr. Ron McBeath of the Instructional Resources Center.
The grants, intended primarily for faculty members,
are available through the California State University and
Colleges system’s Fund for Innovation and Improvement
in the Instructional Process. The fund is part of Gov.
Jerry Brown’s budget.
The grant competitions will be handled in several
categories. Guidelines and application forms are
available at the Faculty and Instructional Development
Office.
An orientation meeting will be held at 2 p.m. Wednesday in the Education Building, room 100.

spartaguide
Mini-courses in "Speed
Reading" at 1 p.m. and
"Vocabulary Building" at 3
p.m. will be offered today
in the Education Building,
room 235.

Dr. Philip Wander will
"Rhetoric,
on
speak
Society and the Philosophy
of Science" tomorrow at 5
p.m. in the S.U. Guadalupe
Room.

flashback
On this day In:
1974: Elvin Bishop
nearly stopped a St.
Valentine’s Day dance in
the Men’s Gym when, after
playing through four songs
that were handicapped by
faulty equipment, he told
the audience it should
demand its money back
and then stomped off thr

stage in disgust.
The following act,
Lydia Pense and Cold
Blood, however, saved the
show by, according to the
Spartan Daily reviewer,
"cooking up a show that
cooled the crowd with a
solid display of gutsy blues
in spite of the technical
difficultios."

THE SPRING OF 1978

Fred Halstead, the
Socialist Workers Party
candidate for governor,
will speak today at 12:30
p.m. in the S.U. Costanoan
Room.
Dr. Alfonso Ortiz, an
anthropologist from the
University of New Mexico,
will speak on -Images of
the Indian and the
American Dream" at 2:30
p.m. tomorrow in the S.U.
Loma Prieta Room.

Guided tours of the
SJSU library are being
offered Monday through
Friday, Feb. 13 to 17 and
Feb. 21 to 24. Tours will
meet inside the library
entrance at 10:30, 1:30 and
2:30 p.m.
Pi Sigma Alpha, the
Political Science National
Honor Society will hold its
first club meeting
tomorrow at 3 p.m. at 441 S.
10th St.

A Perfect Season For Environmental
Portraiture

SJSU Pre-Law Assoc.
will hold a general meeting
tomorrow at 4 p.m. in the.
S.U. Almaden Room.
Guests from the law
profession will speak and
answer questions.

NATURAL OUTDOOR PORTRAIT 16-x16
regular $I 50 00. now only $8000 Full COloi
Of You Or Your Family No Extra Costs Make
Appointments Now For This Unusual $7000
Savings

petersen & bishop photography
438 n Santo cruz 050

354 2513

los 90105

354 5313

In honor of Susan B.
Anthony Day the Women’s
Center will hold an open
house tomorrow from 11
a.m. to 2 p.m. Prospective
interns are invited to attend to leani about the
center and its work.

PRESENTS

BILLY DEE WILLIAMS JAMES EARL JONES
RICHARD PRYOR

Mumma; ALL num
8/5 AWOL Mils

Chicano students interested in planning this
year’s Chicano Commencement are urged to
attend a meeting today at 5
p.m. in the S.U. Costanoan
Room "A."
The Christian Science
Organization will meet
tomorrow at :3:30 p.m. in
the S.U. Guadalupe Room.

4
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WEDNESDAY, FEB. 15
MORRIS DAILEY AUDITORIUM
7 AND 10 pm

Tutsday-Widnisday

$1.00

ED! AMIN DADA
7:15

SHOWN IN CONJUNCTION WITH
BLACK AWARENESS WEEK

MAY
GRADUATES
Peace

Corps

summer

soon be
Your
announced.
campus representative
is here to answer
about
questions
overseas opportunities
and requirements. For
information visit Patty,
Industrial Studies Room
207, Tuesday through
Friday 8:30-1:30, or
phone 277-3446.
programs will

CLASSIFIEDS
NEED EXTRA CREDIT? Earn 3
units of credit while gaining
valuable experience as a Peer
Counselor. Lome by Me Peer
Drop In Center. 3rd 1100,
Student Union or call Ron at 286
3816 for information

WE NEED TEACHERS to teach
English con aaaaaa ion at
California Language Institute in
Japan. send resume and photo.
The
requirements
are
American college graduate with
good personality and can stay a
minimum of 1 years. About 25
hrs. per week/S1,003 per month
minimum California Language
Institute, contact Mr. lchiro
Nohara/Yamaha Bldg. OF, I 1 I
Uomachi, Kokurakita Ku/Kit
akyushu, Fukuoka. JAPAN 802.

STUDENT DENTAL PLAN Enroll
nowt Information available the
AS of lice or phone 371 6811
ASTROLOGY CLASSES: ThrOugh
instruction, reasonable fee.
Small classes Call Donnice, 292
0896

MULTICULTURAL EXPERIENCE
is offering paid internships in
teaching Black and Chicano
studies. Cali 277 7189.

Real Estate enote for Sale original
valse 011,000, but will sell at 12 5
percent discount. MUST SELL
321 9787 or 969 5591.

RIDICULOUS 107 E. San Fernando
St. (bet. 3rd and ithl needs
people 11011 and part HMI) to
assemble wicker furniture and
bath iKC. (using staple guns and
paint compressors). Apply
Immediately

Lot for Sale in Fresno. 4.5 acres.
Residential area. gentle slope,
beautiful view, 20 minutes from
downtown. new roads. eieci
trio Ity. etc. $17,000 cash or best
offer. May consider 5,000 cash
and trade. 321 9787 or 969 8591.
.
.
Any coed
WOMEN’S SOCCER
can
soccer
wishing to play
contact Jack Mogg at 277 3241 Or
Bud Heck at 578 7018.

The Pee Coach burned down, so the
SKI CLUB is postponing its
valentine’s Dance, and will hold
another semi formal dance later
on this semester Signups for the
Easter trip to Jackson Hole
Wyoming will be held on Tues.
Morning, Feb 28th. at 7.15 am
in the A lmaden Room of the S.U.
A deposit of 5100 will be taken,
total cost is SIM, balance due by
March 9th meeting You must be
a club member as of Feb. 27 in
order to sign up. More details,
see the Ski Club table near
Student union. GO FOR IT!

AUTOMOTIVE

PLYMOUTH
’69
5500. Works
excellent
Autorrlatic Iran
srnission V8, etc. Also ’64 Ford
station wagon Works well
Automatic Transmission. 0300.
MUST SELL 321 9787 or 969
8591.

DEAR STUDENT, FACULTY AND
STAFF Your insurance man on
the campus can take care of all
our insurance needs. AUTO,
HOME, FIRE. HEALTH. If you
are not already with State
Farm. call for an appointment
at my office or home and we’ll
set up a time convenent for you
an campus. your home Or my
office. Let’s get together and
give you better coverage for less
money. CALL MORT STAR.
753 3277 or 446 3649.

Plus: Burn!

DR ivE R STOCK CLERK 53 25 Mr
Work 3 days per week 3 to 4 hrs.
each day, 10 111 school schedule.
Husky, most know city well,
Mxild driving record. Phone 298
WOO.

dEVALD 801jp CO.

cRETARY Part time. flexible
hours Green Thumb Lawn
Service 245 4970

Presents

A welcome back
Gee, I miss you!
Soup and Bread
$1.25
good only Mon through Thurs after I p.01.

Quiche
Gingerbread
Beer and Wine
Souls nutured

1
day

Jaya

litlml

81.50
2.ell
2.50

Isar,

3.09

2.00
2.50
3.00
3.50

i’ine

orithltrunti titie add
.51,1,1
.511

tiros

Think about
Peace Corps.

287-SOUP

5- My Love, on this Loser’s Day and
Every Day. MISS BOOBY.

.511

dm
.35

2.30
3101

3. III

.1.511

35

3.1111

1,101

..45

.50

.50

Call
KAHULA
IMPORTANT.

294 2850,

Puppies ShepiLab mix. lb wks old.
2 male. 2 female. Approx. 1125 or
best offer. Nites 2494730.

LOUIEEEE GAWAIN, you
know where to claim the "green
girdle." Happy Valentine’s Day.

removed
HAIR
UNWANTED
permanently. 235 E. Santa Clara
Street, rm. 811. 2914499 Nan
!elle.
Gentleman.
Samaritan
Good
THANK YOU for return of
wallet.

TRAVEL

LOOKING FOR MARRIAGE with
female, age is no problem. I
have a very minor voice defect.
If interested, call: Brian at 298
2308.

PASSPORT
AND
PHOTO
SPECIAL. 02 off Wad for 2
color or a B and w photos
Reggular price 57.50
JM.)
PHOTOGRAPHY, 293 7000. 10
Paseo de San Antonio SJ
(between 1st and 2nd Streets.)

JOBS ON SHIPS! American.
Foreign.
No experience
Excellent
pay.
required.
Worldwide travel Summer job
or career, Send 03.00 for In
formation. SEAFAX. Dept. 89,
First Laurel, Port AngelesWA
98362.

TRAVEL _TRAVEL _TRAVEL . Our
services include free World
wide charter flight locating
service for Amsterdam. London,
Dusseldorf, Frankfurt, Paris,
Rome,
Madrid, Shannon,
Zurich, Milan, Hong Kong,
Philippines, Hawaii and New
York. Other service!. Ourail.
Br itrall, Car Rentals. Books and
Maps. Luggage and Travel
Packs, Student Services. 50t.1
student I .D. cards, student
flights Student Travel Table
located on the main floor of
Student Union. Hours II 2 pm
Tues. wed. Thurs, or visit our
office Trip and Travel planning
Co 444 E. William St (At 5. 10th
St.) San Jose, CA. 95112 44081
292 1613 Hours Mon. 90 pm,
Toes thru Fri 9 6 pm. PI, Sat
10 3 pm

Rent a cabin at TAHOE. 1 harms, at
II. of Heavenly, near clubs. MO
wk, 050 wknd. 267 2697.
Ride wanted to- SJSU MomShare gas 688 7685

Aptos.

VIOLET. Happy Valentine’s Day to
a special flower. Love. Cupid

SERVICES

i,PARKLES: Happy Valentine’s
Day. Love pa. Sure Patty floe
Grabis.
ILL BROWN: Happy Valentine’s
Day, Smiles. MI IC E.

I

.1 EPHANIE. Caring Is loving
Happy Valentine’s Day. M.H

.35

116PPY Valentine’S Day, Kenneth
Lym, Elizabeth.

’

l
I
and the world Shall knew that i
ILOW, Douglas Dexter.
I. 0 M.O.C. One year down, almost i
you. Spud.
Ilone
I

Ili In L%
Lind end Eirtithl

ATTENTION
AUDIOPHILES!
Tannoy, Phase Linear, Genesis.
HE. B W. DBX, KLH, MXR,
CV, Ohm, Dahiquist, Lux,
Nakamichi, RTR, B 0. DCM,
M K. AOC, DB Gas, Janus,
Mkko, Sonus, Scott. EPI. JVC,
ESS, J8L, SIC, JIL, and more at
Discount Prices! AUDIO EN
TERPRISES has over 140 Major
brands of home electronics alto
to 50 percent off All new full
warranty.
Free
cassette
carousel, stylus timer, or re,
cleaner kit wiany system! Call
2555550. M F. 19, All day. Sat
Sun ASK for KEN

Tom loves Sandy

Dear Donny Happy Birthday, Love.
See you Wolfe. 1 a 3. Jeannie.

Fern,

2.30
2.90

STEREO

BOGART. Happy February 141h. I
love you ION! Foul Face,

Dear DWB be Nordic onel : I’ll
love you always and fo _____ . 1 a
3. JC.

EdiJi
mid,

Cinaxtlit alron
111,..1111, 4-1111

Bic

HAPPY LOVE DAY, BEAR. BARS

I

dniA

TYPING Fast, accurate , and
reasonable too Try me I’m in
West San Jose Patty 984 1642

DUKE LAWRENCE’ Happy Hearts
and Dishrags to all the fine
feathered citizens of Ouckpoint!
Love and Beer. Barb.

VALENTINE’S DAY
HAPPY
J1M130 V.L.
.
_
GUMBV: I Luir W Hap. V. Day.
AlwayS know U are my
reason...Peace/Love, TURTLE.

011111M11111

Hinman; Three hat, One lint’
Seme,fer rote (WI taameal025.191

Mon-Thurs II a.m.-7 p.m.
Fri until 3 p.m.
Take out available
200 So. First St.

DAVID W: FALL 1977 Opinion
Editor Does it best! Happy
Valentine’s Day. S.L

TIM: What can I say? But Hap.
Valentine’s Day! Kathy.
. _
.
STEPHANIE. Be my harmony.
Nappy Valentine’s Dalt. M.H

2.25
2.5
3.25
3.75

LAUNDRY and DRY CLEANING
10 percent Student Discount on
dry cleaning. For all your
laundering needs: alterations.
mending, washing, ironing
Washing/fluff dry, hung andior
folded .30 lb. Pillows, Blankets,
Rugs. Sleeping Bags, Leathers.
Suedes. Hats. One day service
Open 8 5:30 Mon Seat,
ACE LAUNDRY
8th and E. William
(next to Togo’s) 293 7228

KATHERINE: Will you be my
valentine? Love you! Happy
Valentine’s Day! D.G.

MALE wanted to share apt It bik. to
SJSU) with 2 other males
Christian and non smoker
p rrrrrr ed. 287 2210 after 6 Pm.

Three

FLUTE LESSONS Taught by SJSU
grad. student (Master’s can
didate in flute performance).
Beginners through Advanced.
Call 287 5946

MICHAEL LOVE means you
and me together. Let’s keep
LOVE CYNTHIA.
.
. _ .
I’m flying likes Robin, I haVe Joy on
my face. and I have In
dragestioni Happy Valentine’s
Day! D.G. A Unique Guy!

To my brilliant, CLEAN SHAVEN
Anth. Hap. Feb. 14 Luv ya
always.

I
Tsv

Happy 21st Birthday Mike Zwick.
Love your Big Sis at Gamma Phi
Beta Sue.
.
.
HAPPY V.D. tome Ad Staff, keep on
sellin’l Toni with Class.

MP: With blue eyes and blond hair
l’iyollow you anywhere. AP

Rates

OVERSEAS JOBS Summer/year
round. Europe. S. America,
Australia, Asia. Etc., All fields.
$500 51700 monthly, expenses
paid, sightseeing. Free in
formation. Write BHP Co.. Box
4490, Dept. SB, Berkeley, CA
94704,

To all my sisters at Gamma Phi
Happy Valet
Beta Sorority
tine’s Day! Love, L inda.

A DELIGHTFUL PLACE TO LIVE
Newly remodeled, new carpet,
extra clean, extra quiet. Gas
ovens, electric ovens radar
ovens, dishwasher, ping pang
and volleyball. $110/ mo. 211 S.
11th one block away. Call 295
2900

rillitretwemegenws

Special
With this ad

SISTER MICHELE: Happy St
Day.
Father
Valentine’s
O’Malley.

Dear SUGAR BEAR: Thank you for
a wonderful year, Valentine! I
love you, you big gorgeous
hunk! POOK

Charming. remodeled 2 bedr. home.
Close to SJSU, park and elem
school, 054,950. All terms Agent
269 3117 aft. s p.m.

EXPERIENCED THESIS TYPIST
Masters Reports Dissertations
Marianne Tamberg 14081 356
4248 137 EScObar Ave_ Los
Gatos, 95030

BETH! Happy V. Day, Meet you on
the Piste Love, Mark.

RINK BINK!

students to rent apt. in exchange

TYPING FAST and RELIABLE Let
me make your deadlines!
Professional typist. Much ex
perience with term papers
Theses, resumes, etc. Use the
latest
IBM
automatic
typewriters, first drafts can be
revised quickly and cheaply.
Spelling the grammatical errors
corrected, if necessary Call
Heather. 267 8593.

ELLEN C If Valentine’s can be one
call you mine I
way. then
will always have a warm heart
for my blue ice lady. Renewal of
even the slightest friendship is
the Messing I seek Be happy MY
precious. B.T.

U.S. births are stil I exceeding deaths
by over 1.5 million a yea,
Overpopulation causes energy
and other shortages. Inflation
and high taxes, pollution, in
On
conflicts.
ternational
Valentine’s Day and always
San
ZPG
LOVE CAREFULLY!
JOse. 2960943.
SIR

CAROLYN’S TYPING SERVICE
For all your typing needs
Student discounts 926 0920

WINKY, what can I Say, you are my
everything, giving me a love
didn’t think possible, with a year
of ecstricy. Love MINKY

NAK, Starsky/Hutch, Joe. JC, ACE
I Love You All for Caring ACE
your

SEPARATE BLDG. Bus. office 600
sq. ft. 2 Mks SJSU Inc. 3 desks,
filing cabinets, counters, car
pets, air cond. sink. ref. Water
and Pkg. 275 E. William St. 795
5362.

JAMES R: You know I like you, but
did you knOw I like you this
much? Happy Valentine’s.
Ennis.

ANGEL FACE. Merry Valentine’s
Day from Me and Bondage
Bear. Love, Dave,

MAC! I’ll flick
anytime. Love. T.D.

CONTACT LENS WEARERS Save
on brand name hard and soft
lens supplies Send fOr free
Illustrated catalog
Contact
Lens Supplies, Box 7453,
Phoenix, Arirona 85011

ANN and ANDY. Hap. Valentine’s
Day to my sweethearts on 5th St,
Ross/John,

Happy Valentine’s Day
Sweetheart! I hope we can
Spend all our Valentines
together I’ll always be your
Valentine. I Love You X X00
W2.
_
W2: Manny Valentine’s Day No. 2, to
the cutest Pies in the world. X’s
and O’s, WI.

BIG

TYPE term papers, theses,
reports, menu scripts, resumes
IBM Selecc tic Joye 269 0213

Garrett: Much lose on Valentine’s
Day. From BooBoo, your
woman child. 1978.

WI:

for right work Call Gall 279 9892
bet Oand6.

9:25

bcirm apt across from library on

DEAR SJSU: I don’t want to sound
paranoid or anything, but I think
we’re surrounded by loonies
57201 1313.

HOUSING

HELP WANTED

May cupid strike you right in
your BUCK! Happy Valentine’s.
You’re still my best friend. C.S.
.
.
S.A.M.
Happy valentine’s to the
crazy kind of guys I like. Little
Sis, Cathy

TUTORING
Acctg., Basic or
Fortran, individual or group
rates. Collin. 247 2916

S.M

PERSONALS

!TIN: 0.T.. Psych., Rec. Therapy.
Social Welfare and Counseling
majors. Friends and Neighbors
is part of S.C.A.L E., a student
volun neer program on campus
Participating in the Friends and
Neighbors program involves
working with residents of the
board and care homes located
near the SJSU campus. This is a
great
opportunity
for
a
rewarding work experience.
’ Three units of credit are
available. Call Julie, 277 2187

7a

HAVE A QUEST ION about Real
Estate? Want to own property?
Names and Things is giving free
advice. Please call 287 3953. ask
for P41.4 lellow student

FEMALE HOUSEMATE needed to
share beautifully renovated
Victorian. $89 plus utilities 289
8189 eves

Wanted manager for 30 unit apt
building. Prefer someone to be
home during most business
hours. Salary to match en
perience. 439 So. 0th St. 996 1099.

TYPEWRITER .SCM Cornamatic
Elec, Portable Pica 12". Car
fridge ribbon. Exec. cond. 298
6610 days. 354 8007 eves.
.
.
. .
_
.
YAMAHA FG 60 A Guitar with case,
eo cond. 0170. Drun sef 5110. 295
7129

A.S. For all you are and all you do
I’ll always be in love with you
K.T.

M/F roomate wanted to share 2 bdr.
apt. S110 mo. plus utilities
W/P001, near campus. Call 297
1451 eves.

Wanted Part time handy person for
apts. $3.08/hr 439 S. ath St. Call
996 1099.

KODAK FILM, PAPER, Chemicals,
Proiectors and Equipment. All
COST plus lb.!!! Sample
PricesProcessing K oder hr
ome and Ectachrorne 135 36
340. 135 20, 200, UPS. K II/400
w slides and replacement roll
100, 025 and 64 135 36 tilM 2.96,
VPS 135 36 1.53. 135 20 1.09. 100 ft
9 57 PAPER Polycontrast SW
100.10’s, 14.95. RC 1008010,
1920.
Ektacolor 74 RC 1008.10.
26.96 These are but a few of the
many items we carry. Cellos at
149 2056 Creative Photography,
1900 Lafayette, Santa Clara, CA
95050 We also do weddings and
portraits at reasonable rates.
Call NOW!
. .
_ .
PIANO used. upright well kept.
6300. MUST SELL. 321 9787.

Female non smoker 2 bdrm 2 bath
turn apt 0115 2 blks to SJSU.
287 7317 evenings.

Need 4th rmmate. female, 1 bib.
from campus. 051.75 a month.
429 So 9th St. Call 298 0389
_
SJSU recently referbished I bdrm
1/2 bath apt No pets, $190 mo.
and $150 deposit Rent break to
manager or live in handy Per
son. 439 So 4th SI Call 996 1099

WANTED Graphic Arts student to
layout instruction books for
Math Teaching Aids. Pert time.
Cambrian Park area. Call Dick
or Helen Davis. 377 1678.
_ .
INCOMEI
Mailing
EXTRA
circulars at home, $300. weekly
Possible! No exper. necessary,
free intnr
Write: Teletex
Associates 35484 Collier Place.
Fremont CA 94536.

FOR SALE

Love comes easy when I’m
with you. Always and Forever
and Forever and Forever A .1.

STUDIO, 1 person, no pets. 0135 plus
5100 dep. Furn or unfurn. Util
Pd. 601 S. 5th. 259 9974.

PSYCH. or COUNSELOR ED.
Intern, Oiling. pref. Counseling
and test. Sup. provided. C.V.
PEERS ASSOC. 3366 CCOLUMN
CT.. SJ 95111.

’74 CHEVROLET Nova hbk. Cust. 6
cyl. AT, AC, AM/FM cassette
ass, .19 registration. $2,375. 739
4179

J
Foment 1’2 of 2 bdrrn apt $9750
588So 10th St 272 0295

PRIVATE RM., one half block to
SJSU. near Lucky’s. bus. K P ,
lIam 9pm
resp.male student
/97 7679.

ATTENTION OT, Six , Psych.. Sp.
Ed., Health. Rec., Coons. Ed..
Maiors, an opportunity to gain
pre professional experience in
the Governor’s Volunteer
Working with
Program.
disabled
developmentally
person Orientation and training
is provided. Call Linda Green at
SCALE. 277 2189.

Great Buy! 1970 PONT i AC 5225 00
Runs Great! 2 Door Hardtop
Phone 244 3353 Evenings . wnds.

! still love yOu HOMY
Birthday and please Ppm mine?

FEMALE to share apt. w/2 Asian
girls. Own rtn and bathroom, 1
blk. to SJSU, nonsmoker. 295
6599

FLEXIBLE HOURS. GOOD
PAY Need nurses’ aides/ord.
14.50 /hr. LVN’s $5.62/.. and
RN’s. 07/.. Some experience
required. Call for ape,. New
Horizons Nurses Registry, 2775
Park Ave. S.C. 287.1749

Avon Representative nearby! For
information call 287 6052

DAY
VALENTINE’S
HAPPY
ChrisSy. you’re my Sweetie
Squash, I love you, JOE

4th and E. San Fernando.
0200/mo. and security deposit.
Utilities paid 267 6273 after 6

INTERIOR DESIGN Seniors!.
Immediate full and part time
lob openings. For interview
phone 267 1374.
.
.
.
GO -FOR THE THROAT
Marketing/Service Company
With social consciousness of zero
seeking prof it orientated people
not adverse to using opponents’
face as stepping stone. Ethics or
integrity not required. Co. has
diverse financial interests and
offers custom tailored job to lit
your needs. E.O.E.. Mi;F
PT/FT. Carving up SJ now. 794
2850.
-Let Them Eat Cake."

TYPING term papers 75 cents a
Resumes
page and up
IBM Correcting
$7.513/page
Selectrics All work guaranteed
Please call after 4 pm KITTY
CARTER. NORTH VALLEY
SECRETARIAL SERVICE 263
4525.

ATP: Friendship IS bye without
wings. lira IIY. Drums’, BOY

JSB

2

College students needing over $100
per week for part time work.
Flexible hours, must be neat,
have car and phone. Call Fuller
Brush Co 243 1121 for interview
appointment

Afro American theatre and
television production by Ethnic
Drama
Society
Cultural
Auditions Call 238 3941

PATT I Cuando yes ullr calmlco
etre yes? Su amor Gabe.

ROOM AND BOARD avail mimed.
for SJSU male students Meals
and utiis inc I Single occupancy
$160 mo Call 279 9473 or drop by
15550 11th
_
.
ROOMS for rent in ig. luxurious 2
story restored Mansion 5.000 SA
ft. in Williams Park area. Walk
to San Jose Slate New pram,
carpets Refer repd $100 200
Available immediately 279 2511
anytime

GARDENER HANOYMAN.S3.28
Work every other Sat. or Sun. 3
to 4 hours IMO time. Steady
employment 2904900.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Stirs ire.
Iris el

,,,rrett. Just can’t wait for this
year’s salted salmon, can you,
Boo.

I Happy Valentine’s Day. Miss Karen
Glick, you’re an Eastern Stat
Nem the Mad Skier

FARMERS INSURANCE GROUP If
you are a good student with a
good driving record, you may
qualify for a 25 percent discount
on your auto insurance. We also
have competitive rates for
homeowners, renters, and life
Appointments at
insurance
time’ and place convenient to
you. Call Bruce Loh al 241 4750

READ
YOUR
VALENTINE
IN TODAY’S
CLASSIFIEDS

IN11881.11MIBM...
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